DRILLING MACHINE
Model HMF-0

DESCRIPCIÓN GENERAL
It is a machine conceived for the accomplishment of drills in the edges.
In order to house the elements of anchorage, for calcareous, marble, granites, etc. The
used drills are of diamond with internal refrigeration for water, or else of hard metal.
Especially, it’s designed to drill pieces of different sizes.
Thanks to his innovative design, the machine is extremely practical and manageable
model as well as effective and with very low cost. The two heads, which incorporate the
bit and the stops, they speed up the regulation of the different sizes of the pieces.
The structure, mounted on four wheels, facilitates the transfer. It allows piercing a great
variety of shapes and even spontaneously replacing bit f the drill with a small disc, thus
making horizontal slots.

Este es un catálogo general de carácter informativo. La apariencia y las características de las máquinas pueden
cambiar en relación a una oferta concreta.

STANDARD TECHNICAL CHARACTERISTICS
MOTORS
Drilling motor power

0,75Kw

HEAD
Head's number
Maximum diameter of drills
Minimum - maximum separation between heads

2
12 mm
160 - 1050 mm

MEASURES AND MOVEMENTS
Positioning system of the heads
Heads without vertical displacement
Heads without inclination
Minimum - maximum speed of drill turning
Adjustable advance speed of the drills
TABLE
Table dimensions

manual

0-8000rpm

1000x700

AUTOMATISMS
Immobilization system of the active head
Automatic system for opening - closing water
Pneumatic subjection of the material
STRUCTURE AND COMPONENTS
Monoblock machine structure. Not foundation needed.
TECHNICAL DATAS
Total installed electrical power.
Water consumption
Minimum air pressure needed
Approx net weight of the machine
Maximum dimensions
hree phase power supply + neuter: 220 v. 50 Hz.

1,5Kw
10 l/min
6 kg./cm
700 kg
1500x1400x1700mm
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Option with multidirectional balls on the table to facilitate
the movement of the material.
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Optional heads for slot cutting

TECHNICAL DESCRIPTION
It’s a conceived machine for the realization of drills in the edges, in order to lodge the
elements of anchorage for facades, pieces of marble, granites, limestone, etc. The
drills used are diamond with internal cooling by water, or hard metal. Specially, its
designed for drilling pieces of various sizes.
The structure of the machine is monoblock, and consists of the heads and a table. For
its installation only need of leveling and connection to the electric line, of air, and of
water.
The heads have electronically adjustable rotation speed through a potentiometer
situated in the push-button box of commands that acts on the electronic changer of
frequency, allowing obtaining great yields in the duration of the drills. The distance
between heads is regulated manually with a lot of easiness.
The forward speed of the heads is adjustable depending on the material to drill. A
pneumatic-hydraulic mixed system allows this regulation of the forward speed,
maintaining a fast turning back. The fixation of the material during the phase of being
drilled is carried out in a completely automatic way for some prehensile cylinders.
The water of refrigeration is activated automatically when it begins the phase of one
drilled and it disconnected when finishing. With possibility to work with 1 single head or
with all of them at the same time.
The table has in option manufactured multidirectional balls in material reinforced and
resistant to the wear, to facilitate the operator the placing of the part piece in front of
the heads of drilled one.
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